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trict, but less understood than is sometimes supposed. This latest account of
Mam Tor appears in a volume of essays
covering varied subjects pertinent to the
career of Professor John Collis, whose
many achievements have included notable contributions to Derbyshire’s archaeology, particularly in regard to barrows. There is reconsideration of structures and artefacts excavated on Mam
Tor in the 1960s, as well as explanation
of the relationship between the wondrous
landslips biting into the sides of the hill
and the earthworks of the Iron Age fort
crowning its summit. Especially notable
is the detailed mapping of its principal
natural and man-made features, while it
is emphasized that much remains to be
learned of the character and sequence of
occupation represented among them. GG
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The newsletter can also be found on the
website on the library page along with all
the library information and the search facility for the catalogue. All books new to
the Library are on the catalogue. Suggestions for the catalogue are always
welcome.

Lead Mining in Derbyshire : History,
Development & Drainage. Vol 2
Millers Dale to Alport and Dovedale
J H Rieuwerts 142 pp
Landmark Collector’s
Library - 2008.
We’ve been keeping an

A SELECTION of BOOKS NEW to eye out for this volume
for some time as we
the LIBRARY
Mam Tor, Derbyshire: new plans outlining hill and fort, internal platforms
and all.
Graeme Guilbert, pages 79-126 in Challenging Preconceptions of the European Iron Age, edited by W. Morrison, 2022, Archaeopress Archaeology.
Mam Tor is a landmark hill hosting a fine
prehistoric hillfort, one of the best archaeological monuments in the Peak Dis-

already have volumes 1
and 3 on the shelves.
Copies seem to be fairly
rare but one appeared.
As you would expect
from this author it is a comprehensive
and fully detailed study of the area indicated by the title, illustrated with photographs and maps covering all aspects of
the subject. There are over 160 headings
in the contents pages so navigating the
book is straightforward. There is a 4th

volume which although it comes up on a
search seems to be unavailable at present
and I think has been for quite some time.
If you have any more information about
volume 4 or drop across one by any
chance please let us know.
*********************************
PAMPHLETS
The library holds a considerable number
of Pamphlets mostly about local
churches and villages. These, however
slight they may seem, sometimes contain a snippet or two of information
which may not be found elsewhere so
are worth considering when you are researching. The older pamphlets particularly might contain a detail about some
artefact or structure which no longer exists.
*******************************
Thanks to Ray Marjoram for writing the
following article. Thanks also to Trevor
Griffin for his writing on John Farey’s
General View of the Agriculture and
Minerals of Derbyshire. The second part
of this follows Ray’s piece.

Timber-Framed Buildings of
Colchester
Dave Stenning, Richard Shackle and Jess
Tipper
Essex Society for Archaeology and History, Occasional Paper, New Series No 4
2022.
Main illustrations by D. Stenning and R. Shackle with additions by C.
D’Alton and J. Tipper. Photography by
Rodger Tamblyn. Edited by Jess Tipper.
This book (20.5 x 29.5) is in 4 parts the
largest of which is the Gazetteer. It has
311 pages with 416 illustrations.

So you might ask why has the Librarian
given the rather unusual item to me.
Well I am an Essex boy and I had an aunt
who lived in Colchester so I have some
acquaintance with the town. This is a
splendid book because of the illustrations
and because of the care and thought that
has been put into the layout. Let me explain.
The book, which came from the Essex
Society via the exchange system, is in
four parts. After the usual material there
is a useful introduction (J Tipper) with
many plans of the town showing the
buildings in the gazetteer and more, followed by two short chapters, setting out
the history of the town from Domesday
to the beginning of the nineteenth century, and the carpentry of the Colchester
buildings. The rest of the book is taken
up by the Gazetteer. The 107 properties
are individually described, and an outline
of their, often complicated, histories given. There are many photographs of the
buildings and streets, many of ancient
origin, provided by the Colchester and
Ipswich Museums. Most of the timber
frames of the properties are meticulously
drawn in isometric view in whole or in
part with the faces as seen by the viewer
emphasised in black and where necessary
are also annotated for position and to illustrate a point discussed in the text. Effort is made to show the various additions, rebuilding and alterations that have
occurred over the centuries. Drawings
and photographs are often shown in one
page spread. A most useful feature when
the building itself has been plastered over
or has had a shop front inserted as so often happens. There are numerous detail
drawings, too, of features of the woodwork made clearer than the photograph
would show.

The illustrations are most carefully
drawn, shaded and cut away if necessary.
They make a major contribution to the
understandings of timber framing in
Colchester and more generally are worthy of careful study. But more and in particular is the beauty and clarity of the
photographs taken for the book. Our
thanks must go to Mr. Tamblyn for his
skill and thought in choosing the subject
and position for his shots. There has obviously been a careful consultation with
the printer as to the best combination of
photographic parameters for printing.
Printers are not just machine minders but
have a lot of knowledge of how illustrations will turn out. Talk to them. The
result is that, from the Siege House in
East Street on the cover, and throughout,
they are a joy to see and an education in
themselves.
So if you want to know more about timber-framing or, in particular, plan to prepare a book of this sort for your neighbourhood, please get this book from the
Library and study it well. Highly recommended.
Ray Marjoram

JOHN FAREY
Part 2
This is the second part of my review of
John Farey’s “General View of the Agriculture and Minerals of Derbyshire” dating from 1811-7. In this part I talk about
what makes his detailed study so very
valuable and useful for understanding
what life was like in this County 200
years ago.
Volumes 1 and 2 (and for a while Volume
3) are available in the DAS Library.
Volume 3 can also be read as a Google
Book.
Volume 1 starts with a list of the people
who helped Farey, it reads like a “Who’s,
who” of Derbyshire at the time. His obsession with lists reveals itself early with
lists of ridges, hills and valleys. Some of
his lists have historical as well as contemporary value, for example he notes
the remains of old bloomeries and charcoal furnaces associated with the iron industry and another list identifies where
the course of rivers have been altered
over time.
Farey lists 500 collieries in volume 1.
This was a period of transition between
small workings, literally “pits”, and the
extensive mines we think of as collieries
today.

(DAS Trip Essex 2016)

The list of mail coach routes running
through the County is an important snapshot of what was then operating. When
discussing roads he does so chronologically, starting with Roman road attributation of the time and working up to turnpikes. He makes suggestions for new
turnpike roads, some of which were built

eventually. He makes the interesting observation that contemporary road infrastructure was benefitting from a transfer
of technology from the methods used to
build the new canals and railways.
The section on “Iron Rail-ways” in
volume 3 is a unique record of the complex networks that existed when Derbyshire was at the forefront of these developments. This was a time when only one
steam locomotive had ever worked in the
County, William Brunton’s “Propeller”
on the pioneering Crich Railway. Generally lines used horses, gravity and stationary steam engines pulling ropes, although we learn in volume 1 that Joseph
Butler used asses to pull the wagons on
his early narrow gauge lines around
Wingerworth.
Farey sometimes gets into curious detail
for example noting water wheels in use
for turning spits, a useful rack for
hanging up boots, a garden seat that folded so it did not get wet and the fact that
people boiled potatoes in copper kettles
to stop them furring up.
He shared the popular view of the time
that what mattered was “improving”
land. He saw moorland and commons as
useless and was in favour of enclosure.
He was critical of landowners planting
trees alongside roads as a waste of good
land. On the other hand he was concerned about the pollution and dangers
associated with the way coal was being
burnt in forges.
The review gives a lot of detail about
how ordinary people lived, how they
worked, what they ate and how they
played. Farey thought that generally cottages were kept more neatly here than in
the south of England, although he found

people living in caves cut into lime ash
waste near Buxton.
He gives data from the 1801 census,
made because the Government were concerned about unrest arising from famine
if population numbers got out of hand.
Farey describes illnesses and old fashioned remedies; his description of foodstuffs includes Derbyshire oat cakes. He
talks about the local customs of rush
bearing, well dressing, hare suppers,
wakes and bonfires. He was concerned
about cruel sports such as bull baiting
and also, “Desperate Foot-ball contests,
or rather cudgelling fights under this pretence.” He thought that the nurses and
grand-mothers of Matlock were “childish” by frightening their charges
with,”the devouring feats of a former
Dragon of that place.” He also mentions
tales of wild men on Finn Cop Hill and
fairies in Lumsdale.
His detailed descriptions of manufacturing processes ranging from lead to
cheese production provide the names
given locally to specific types of worker.
At the lower end there are several mentions of scavenging and the fact that the
Strutts bought old bones from their work
people by the wheel barrow load to be
broken at Makeney Forge in order to be
spread on their pasture land.
He was intolerant of, “Gypsies also,
whose camps, or plundering Quarters...
ought to be no longer endured; the female wretches of these nefarious gangs,
do inconceivable mischief, as Fortunetellers.” He was also especially concerned about cotton mill girls who leave
their apprenticeships, “inconsiderately
get married to, or more improperly associate themselves with Soldiers, or other
loose and unstationary men”, producing

children who become a burden on their
community, although he did blame this
on the “evils of a system of child employ”.
We learn so much from these volumes,
the fact that there was a “Cow Society”
in Cromford, that the only gas lighting
was in Joseph Strutt’s Derby House and
Butterley Works and that pack horses
were still being used in the north of the
County.
Some information is interesting when
considered with our modern knowledge,
for example a railway was proposed to
Ashover in 1802, which is very early, but
in fact the village was one of the last
places in the UK to be reached by the
railway network (1925).
Space prevents me from giving any more
fascinating examples of the rich material
that Farey provides.
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FINALLY

We look forward to seeing you at the
Open Afternoon or on any other opening
day.
The Open Afternoon is open to members
and non-members so bring a friend!

Trevor Griffin.
(The late Roger Dalton wrote two articles
for Miscellany in Autumn 1999 and Autumn 2001 entitled John Farey’s Derbyshire . The first is ‘Derbyshire Sheep
Farming in the early 19th Century’ and
the second ‘Cattle and Derbyshire Farming in the early 19th Century.’ These articles put Farey’s detailed information in a
wider context. They are well worth reading if Trevor has whetted your appetite
for visiting or revisiting Farey. They can
be accessed at the Library or through the
website on the Publications page under
Miscellany. AA).
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SATURDAY 7TH JANUARY 2023
12.30- 4PM
EXHIBITION AND DISPLAYS IN THE
SOCIETY’S LIBRARY

SHORT TALKS
1.30. Ge#ng crabs, throwing stones and other oﬀences: 19th century
trespassers in Milford
Jane Whitaker
2.00. HunAng Repton Priory Mill
Andy Austen
2.45 Me, Christ's instruments of the passion and pillowed burials.
John TiJerton
3.15 Repton church spire - its daAng, construcAon, and repair over the last
200 years
Richard Finch
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